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Abstrat : The results of CCD photometri survey performed with the 90/180 m Shmidt-Cassegrain Tele-
sope of the Niolaus Copernius University Astronomial Observatory in Piwnie (Poland) and the 70/172 m
Shmidt Telesope of the National Astronomial Observatory (NAO) at Rozhen (Bulgaria) of the eld of 1 Gyr
old open luster NGC 6939 are presented. Twenty two variable stars were deteted, four of them previously
known. Four elipsing systems (3 detahed and 1 ontat binary) were found to be members of the luster.
Analysis of the brightness of the ontat binary V20 strongly supports the distane to the luster of 1.74± 0.20
kp. The small population of ontat binaries in NGC 6939 onrms also the relatively young age of the luster.
Keywords : Open lusters and assoiations: individual: NGC 6939  stars: variables: general
1 Introdution
NGC 6939 is a relatively rih open luster loated in the onstellation of Cepheus (α = 20h31m30s, δ =
+60◦39′22′′), 12.3◦ above the Galati plane. The luster was subjet of numerous investigations. The rst
publiation on NGC 6939 presenting a photographi atalog of 370 luster's stars is dated on 1923 (Kustner
1923). Cuey (1944) estimated distane to the luster for 1300 p. Cannon & Lloyd (1969) obtained the age of
about 109 yr. However, the rst deep CCD photometry was obtained just at the beginning of urrent entury.
Rosvik & Balam (2002) olleted BVI photometry for stars loated in the entral part of the luster. These
authors obtained the age of (1.6± 0.3) · 109 yr and found premises of variability of interstellar extintion within
the luster. The reddening was found to range from E(B−V )=0.29 mag to E(B−V )=0.41 mag. In the following
study Andreuzzi et al. (2004) obtained the age of (1.0− 1.3) · 109 yr, variable reddening E(B−V ) = 0.34− 0.38
mag, and distane of 1.8 kp based on UBVI CCD photometry. More reently, Maiejewski & Niedzielski (2007),
who based on wide-eld BV data, obtained the age of 1.25 Gyr, E(B − V ) = 0.38+0.18
−0.10 mag, distane modu-
lus (m −M) = 12.15+0.56
−0.72 mag, and distane of 1.56
+0.64
−0.59 kp. Authors also determined luster's ore radius
rcore = 2.2
′
and limiting radius rlim = 15.2
′
. The luster ourred to be larger than previous estimations of the
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apparent diameter had indiated. Moreover, the evidene of the mass segregation within the luster was found
based on mass funtion investigation.
The metalliity of NGC 6939 was studied in a few papers (Canterna at al. 1986, Geisler et al. 1991, Thogersen
et al. 1993, Fiel et al. 2002) and ourred to be below the solar value with [Fe/H℄ between −0.19 and −0.10
depending on authors. The luster was also searhed for variable stars. During 16 nights Robb & Cardinal (1998)
monitored 215 stars loated in the entral part of the luster. As a result variability of 6 stars was deteted.
Three of them were loated in the red lump and revealed long term light-urve hanges. Remaining next three
variables were lassied as elipsing binary systems.
As the apparent diameter of the luster was found in Maiejewski & Niedzielski (2007) muh larger than the
value previously aepted of 5' (Dias et al. 2002) we performed a dediated CCD searh for variable stars in this
luster. In this paper we present results of this survey. The main goal of this study was to onstrain the open
luster parameters better through investigation of the population of variable stars, members of the luster.
2 Observation and data redution
The eld of NGC 6939 was searhed for variable stars during two ampaigns performed in BV lters with two
Shmidt telesopes. The rst ampaign was performed between Marh 2224 and May 24, 2006 with the 90/180
m Shmidt-Cassegrain Telesope of the Niolaus Copernius University Astronomial Observatory in Piwnie
near Toru«, Poland. The telesope was used in the imaging mode with a 60 m orretion plate and a eld-
attening lens mounted near the foal plane. SBIG STL-11000 CCD amera (4008 × 2672 pixels × 9 µm) was
used as a detetor. The eld of view was 72 armin in delination and 48 armin in right asension with the
sale of 1.08 arse per pixel. The 2 × 2 binning was used to inrease the signal-to-noise ratio. The exposure
time was set to 600 s and typial seeing (FWHM) was 56. During about 23 hours of observations in total 98
images in V and 30 in B were obtained. Over 6950 stars between 13.5 and 18.5 mag in V were monitored.
The seond ampaign was performed during 7 nights in 2007, Marh 14  18, May 11, 1315, and June 11
with the 70/172 m Shmidt Telesope of the National Astronomial Observatory (NAO) at Rozhen (Bulgaria),
operated by the Institute of Astronomy of the Bulgarian Aademy of Sienes. The instrument was equipped
with a 50 m orretion plate and an SBIG ST-8 CCD amera (1530 × 1020 pixels × 9 µm). The eld of view
was 27 armin in delination and 18 armin in right asension during Marh observations and 18 armin in
delination and 27 armin in right asension during remaining nights. The sale was 1.08 arse per pixel. The
exposure time was 300 s with typial seeing (FWHM) of 3. During almost 17 hours of monitoring 99 images in
V and 7 in B were aquired. Due to smaller eld of view only 2000 stars as faint as V = 19.5 mag were observed.
The olleted observations were redued with the software pipeline developed for the Semi-Automati Vari-
ability Searh
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sky survey (Niedzielski et al. 2003, Maiejewski & Niedzielski 2005). CCD frames were proessed
with a standard proedure inluding subtration of dark frames and dividing by sky-at-eld frames. Instrumen-
tal stellar magnitudes were derived by the means of dierential aperture photometry against seleted standard
star whih magnitudes were taken from photometri database available at the Open Cluster Survey web site
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(OCS, Maiejewski & Niedzielski 2007). The aperture diameter was alulated for individual objets as 3σ of
the estimated Gaussian stellar prole. The instrumental oordinates of stars were transformed into equatorial
ones based on positions of stars brighter than 16 mag extrated from the Guide Star Catalog. The andidates
1
http://www.astri.uni.torun.pl/gm/SAVS
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for new variable stars were seleted from V-band database using the analysis of variane method (ANOVA,
Shwarzenberg-Czerny 1996). The auray of our photometry was 0.025 mag for stars brighter than 16.0 mag
in V and gradually dereased reahing 0.15 mag for the faintest stars of V = 18.25 mag and V = 19.25 mag for
observations from Piwnie and Rozhen, respetively. The searh for andidates was performed on all deteted
stars what allowed us to nd variables with very small amplitudes, omparable to our photometri preision. All
variables were veried after areful visual inspetion.
3 Results
As a result of our survey 22 variable stars in the eld of NGC 6939 were deteted. Four of them (V1114) were
disovered by Robb & Cardinal (1998). All variables are listed in Table 1 and their light urves in V band are
displayed in Fig. 1. Thirteen of them are loated within the distane smaller than the limiting radius rlim = 15.2
′
from the luster enter. To verify the possibility that they belong to the luster (B − V )× V olour-magnitude
diagram (CMD) was plotted in Fig. 2, based on data taken from the OCS, for stars within the radius of 8' from
the luster enter  a value smaller than luster limiting radius to minimize the bakground star ontamination.
The isohrone reeting luster parameters given in Maiejewski & Niedzielski (2007) is drawn with a ontinuous
line. The errors of the isohrone t in E(B − V ), that inlude also reported variable reddening in the luster
region, are marked by two dashed lines.
As one an note, most of stars are situated between these two lines. The dotted line emblems the border of
possible binary systems. The variables whih loalization on the sky suggests luster membership are marked
with lled irles. Two of them V15 and V18 (both red variables of SR or irregular type) an be immediately
deleted from the list of possible luster members. The proximity to the luster CMD of the remaining 11 stars
allowed us to disuss their membership probability to NGC 6939.
3.1 Individual variable stars
V5 is lassied as an RRAB pulsating star. It is loated in the far outskirts of the luster but very lose to the
main sequene in the CMD. We onlude however, that V5 is not a luster member beause RR Lyrae stars are
not expeted to be present in relatively young open lusters beause they are pulsating horizontal branh stars
with a mass of around 0.5 M⊙.
V6 is an elipsing system of EW type, loated almost 13' from the luster enter. In the CMD the system
is situated at a signiant distane from the main sequene, just beyond the skethed border. That makes its
luster membership unlikely.
V7 is a ontat binary system belonging rather to the Galati bakground than to the luster. The system
is distant from the luster enter and loated below the main sequene in the CMD, just behind skethed border.
V8 is another elipsing EW system whih probability of luster membership was estimated to unlikely low
due to its loation outside lusters main sequene estimated errors.
The variable V10 reveals low amplitude brightness hanges that allowed us to lassify it as a pulsating star
of RR Lyrae type. That suggests that the star is not a member of the luster.
The variable V11 was deteted by Robb & Cardinal (1998) where it was designated as s154 and lassied as
a ontat binary. Our data learly indiates that V11 is an elipsing binary of EB type. It is loated near the
luster enter. However, as one an see in Fig. 2, its loation in the CMD  just beyond the skethed border 
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Table 1: List of variable stars deteted in the eld of NGC 6939. Vmax  maximal brightness in V band, ∆V 
amplitude of variation in V, (B − V )max  olor index at the maximum of brightness, P  period of variation,
T0  epoh of minimum brightness for elipsing systems or maximum for pulsating stars, d  distane from the
luster enter, types of variability: EA  elipsing binary of Algol type, EB  semidetahed binary, EW  ontat
system, DSCT  pulsating star of δSuti type, RRAB  pulsating star of RR Lyrae type with asymmetri light
urve, DCEP  pulsating star of δCephei type, MISC  misellaneous variable of unresolved type.
ID Coordinates Vmax ∆V (B − V )max P T0 d Type membership
J2000.0 (mag) (mag) (mag) (days) HJD2450000 (armin)
V1 202823+611009 15.36 0.41 1.09 0.4315 3817.8438 38.4 EW no
V2 202828+601107 15.00 0.13 0.65 0.0470 3817.6311 36.0 DSCT no
V3 202927+601405 15.25 0.25 0.91 0.4374 3817.6651 29.4 EW no
V4 202932+601139 17.94 0.90 1.21 0.2671 3818.3561 31.3 EW no
V5 202935+603833 16.03 0.86 0.87 0.5375 3818.4959 14.1 RRAB unlikely
V6 203001+604602 16.35 0.30 1.25 0.3599 3817.9750 12.8 EW unlikely
V7 203004+603432 18.44 0.68 1.19 0.2567 4232.9223 11.6 EW unlikely
V8 203016+603631 17.73 0.44 1.56 0.2419 3817.5655 9.5 EW unlikely
V9 203104+601615 17.37 0.54 1.09 0.3141 3817.7906 23.3 EW no
V10 203104+604324 16.24 0.13 1.24 0.8940 3819.2161 5.1 RR: unlikely
V11 203113+603647 16.14 0.24 1.20 0.3549 3817.8614 3.3 EB unlikely
V12 203118+603809 14.33 0.22 0.89 4.9590: 3827.1868 1.9 EA likely
V13 203124+604017 13.54 0.11 0.79 1.6144 4179.5658 1.2 DCEP unlikely
V14 203129+603934 14.88 0.11 0.89 3.5974 4183.4491 0.2 EA likely
V15 203140+602836 14.21 0.52 1.88   10.8 MISC no
V16 203203+600632 15.85 0.35 0.76 0.0896 3817.7129 33.1 DSCT no
V17 203214+604157 16.23 0.30 1.17 1.1879 3817.7965 6.0 EA likely
V18 203245+603555 15.21 0.44 2.09   9.8 MISC no
V19 203308+602006 13.95 0.54 1.01 0.3590 3817.8847 22.7 EW no
V20 203322+603714 17.02 0.56 1.10 0.2951 3817.7000 13.9 EW yes
V21 203326+610348 16.93 0.48 0.83 0.7014 3818.2916 28.3 EB no
V22 203442+603244 16.59 0.50 0.85 0.3223 3818.0826 24.4 RRAB no
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Figure 1: The V light urves of variables deteted in the eld of NGC 6939.
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Figure 2: Colour-magnitude diagram for NGC 6939 with marked individual variables loated within luster
limiting radius. The ontinuous line denotes the isohrone taken from Maiejewski & Niedzielski (2007). Top
and right axes are resaled to dereddened olor index (B − V )0 and absolute magnitudes MV, respetively.
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Table 2: Absolute magnitudes of EW and EB systems loated within luster radius alulated in two dierent
ways (see text for details).
ID M isoV (mag) M
EW
V (mag)
V6 4.20 4.72
V7 6.29 5.19
V8 5.58 6.42
V11 3.99 4.59
V20 4.87 4.64
makes its membership unlike.
The light variations of V12 were disovered by Robb & Cardinal (1998) who lassied it as an Algol-type
binary system with a period of 4.954 ± 0.003 days. In our data only two minima are reorded what made our
period determination unertain. The system is loated near the luster enter in the sky, as well as situated
within aeptable distane from the main sequene in the CMD. Therefore we onlude that V12 is likely to be
a member of NGC 6939.
The variability of V13 was found by Robb & Cardinal (1998). These authors designated it as s28, determined
period of variation of 1.30 ± 0.02 day and stated that the star lied in the red giant part of the HR diagram.
However, our photometry indiates that V13 is loated near the turn-o point in the CMD. Variations of
brightness indiate that the variable is a short-period pulsating star with phased light-urve morphology typial
for epheids. V13 is therefore probably a Galati-bakground variable star beause variables of that type are
expeted in lusters younger than NCG 6939.
Variability of V14 was deteted by Robb & Cardinal (1998) who reorded it as s98. These authors lassied
the variable as an Algol-type elipsing system with a period of 3.598 ± 0.003 days. The primary minimum is
about 0.35 mag deep while the seondary about 0.1 mag. During our ampaign only seondary minimum was
observed twie. The system is loated near the luster enter, as well as near the luster main sequene. That
makes the membership of V14 to NGC 6939 likely.
V17 is a one more Algol-type elipsing system loated near the luster enter. Its loation in the CMD, well
within estimated errors, makes the star luster membership likely.
The ontat system V20 is loated in the outskirts of the luster. However, its position in the CMD suggests
that the star is a luster member. As it is shown in Fig. 2, the star is loated in the viinity of the main sequene,
just above it. Thus we onlude that V20 is likely to belong to NGC 6939.
Variable s11, reported already in Robb & Cardinal (1998), was not monitored in our survey due to saturation.
Variability of s33 of Robb & Cardinal (1998) was not onrmed. The brightness of the star appeared to be
onstant.
3.2 Elipsing systems
To verify membership of ontat binaries and short-period EB elipsing systems their absolute magnitudes were
alulated in two ways under an assumption that variables are luster's members. The absolute magnitude M isoV
of the system may be estimated basing on its maximum brightness Vmax and luster's distane modulus (m−M)
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Figure 3: Relation between maximum brightness of the luster's elipsing systems and their distane from
the luster enter. A distane error of 1'  the preision of luster's enter redetermination (Maiejewski &
Niedzielski 2007) was adopted. The value of 3σ of typial auray obtained in our survey in V band was taken
as a magnitude error.
taken from Maiejewski & Niedzielski (2007) as
M isoV = Vmax − (m−M) . (1)
On the other hand, the absolute magnitude MEWV an also be obtained from the empirial formula
MEWV = −4.44 logP + 3.02(B − V )0 + 0.12 , (2)
where P is period of variation in days and (B − V )0 is dereddened olor index (Rui«ski i Duerbek 1997,
Rui«ski 2004). If a system belongs to the luster both values would be idential within typial error of 0.25
mag (Rui«ski 2004). The results of alulations are olleted in Table 2. It is lear that V20 is the only ontat
system that belongs to the luster what support onlusions reahed in disussion for individual variables.
4 Summary and onlusions
The results of a CCD photometri survey of the eld around NGC 6939 were presented. Twenty two variable
stars were deteted, only four of them were previously known. Only 4 elipsing systems (3 detahed and 1
ontat binary) from 13 variables loated within a luster radius ourred to be likely luster members. Analysis
of absolute magnitude of the newly deteted ontat system gives the distane to the luster D = 1.74 ± 0.20
kp whih value is in agreement with previous studies.
The population of ontat binary systems was found to be small in NGC 6939. This observation is in
agreement with results obtained for other open luster of similar age (e.g. Mazur at al. 1995 and referenes
therein). Rih populations of ontat binaries our in old lusters of age of a few Gyr. The relatively rih
population of short-period (P < 5 days) detahed systems was found. One annot exlude that these systems
are progenitors of W UMa stars whih are formed as a result of angular momentum loss in initially detahed
systems (Vilhu 1982).
It is worth noting that the relation between maximum brightness of the luster's elipsing systems (V12,
V14, V17, and V20) and their distane from the luster enter was notied (Fig. 3). The relation V = (0.19±
0.06)d+ (14.60± 0.44) with the orrelation oeient of 0.92 was obtained as a result of the linear least-square
8
best t. Maximum brightness of elipsing systems an be interpreted as a rough approximation of system's total
mass in a star luster. As a result of the luster internal dynamis more massive (i.e. brighter) systems should
oupy the entral part of the luster while the less massive (i.e. fainter) ones  the outer region. The relation
presented in Fig. 3 seems to onrm mass segregation among luster's binary systems.
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